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Abstract

Cryptocurrencies have gained enormous mo-
mentum in finance and are nowadays com-
monly adopted as a medium of exchange for
online payments. After recent events dur-
ing which GameStop’s stocks were believed
to be influenced by WallStreetBets subRed-
dit, Reddit has become a very hot topic on
the cryptocurrency market. The influence of
public opinions on cryptocurrency price trends
has inspired researchers on exploring solutions
that integrate such information in crypto price
change forecasting. A popular integration tech-
nique regards representing social media opin-
ions via sentiment features. However, this re-
search direction is still in its infancy, where a
limited number of publicly available datasets
with sentiment annotations exists. We propose
a novel Bitcoin Reddit Sentiment Dataset, a
ready-to-use dataset annotated with state-of-
the-art sentiment and emotion recognition. The
dataset contains pre-processed Reddit posts and
comments about Bitcoin from several domain-
related subReddits along with Bitcoin’s finan-
cial data. We evaluate several widely adopted
neural architectures for crypto price change
forecasting. Our results show controversial
benefits of sentiment and emotion features ad-
vocating for more sophisticated social media
integration techniques. We make our dataset
publicly available for research.

1 Introduction

Cryptocurrencies, often referred to as crypto-
currency or cryptos, are any type of currencies
that exist virtually and are secured by encryption
or cryptography to safeguard transactions. These
currencies are decentralized and do not have any
regulating or governing authorities to track them
or to create new units. Bitcoin (BTC) is one of the
most dominant cryptocurrencies that is driven by
investor expectations, and its demand is becoming
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increasingly appealing (Foley et al., 2019), with
investors adopting it to diversify their portfolios.
Due to the similarity of its features with speculative
stocks and its decentralized nature, the perception
and sentiments of investors are likely to drive the
price of bitcoin (Kraaijeveld and De Smedt, 2020).

Among the many challenges presented by eco-
nomics and finance businesses, there is indeed the
modeling of customers’ sentiment, including their
polarity and diversity, and the intentions that may
be associated with them. For this purpose, social
media constitute rich and useful sources of infor-
mation that can be analyzed to obtain useful in-
sights. Additionally, it is worth noting that social
media may contain misinformation and biases that
can potentially exacerbate the information extrac-
tion process, eventually making it unreliable (Cao,
2022).

Reddit is a social media platform that has re-
cently gained a lot of attention due to its influence
on cryptocurrencies trends. For instance, the sub-
Reddit r/wallstreetbets allegedly played a role in
influencing GameStop’s stocks in 2021.1 Reddit is
structured in communities, i.e., subReddits, with a
user base of more than 50 million and more than
1.5 billion monthly visitors and has become one
of the most popular social media in the US.2 Re-
cently, the gained momentum of cryptocurrencies
has been observed and enhanced by the increas-
ing number of dedicated subReddits. In particular,
almost every influential cryptocurrency has its ded-
icated subReddit. The popularity of some of them,
such as r/wallstreebets (12 million subscribers),
r/CryptoCurrency (4.8 million subscribers), and
r/Bitcoin (4.2 million subscribers), highlight the
widespread interest in cryptocurrencies in social
media.3

1https://edition.cnn.com/2021/01/27/investing/gamestop-
reddit-stock/index.html

2https://www.statista.com/statistics/248074/most-
popular-us-social-networking-apps-ranked-by-audience/

3https://frontpagemetrics.com/
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One peculiar aspect of cryptocurrencies is that
they are not regulated by governments or other in-
ternational institutions, but rather public opinions
represent the main cause of crypto price changes.
Thus, we commonly observe the rise and fall of
popular cryptocurrencies due to their high depen-
dence on people’s opinions. In this perspective,
the role of public communities and social media
platforms like Reddit is highly influential in deter-
mining the trend of a cryptocurrency.

This phenomenon has inspired researchers to
leverage publicly available social media informa-
tion, i.e., people’s opinions, to evaluate their ef-
fect on cryptocurrency price forecasting. To do
so, as a common conveyor of people’s opinions,
researchers have extracted sentiment information
from textual data to enrich the set of input features
for a forecasting model (Wooley et al., 2019). In
particular, the statistical analysis of recent work has
shown that a correlation between extracted social
media information and crypto price trends does ex-
ist (Kraaijeveld and De Smedt, 2020). It is worth
noting that the integration of public opinion is not
new in the field of finance. Other similar domains
like stock market forecasting have shown promis-
ing results when integrating heterogeneous infor-
mation from social media (Kearney and Liu, 2014).
Nonetheless, the existing work on this matter is
still preliminary from several perspectives. First,
few available datasets providing scraped social me-
dia data exist nowadays and the number decreases
drastically when considering the subset with sen-
timent annotations (Loginova et al., 2021). Sec-
ond, the integration of social media information
is carried out by a limited subset of sentiment fea-
tures (Carmezim, 2018; SocialGrep, 2021), while
a wide variety of sentiment and emotion tools for
efficient and accurate extraction can be leveraged
on this matter.

In this work, we propose a novel dataset for Bit-
coin price forecasting, called Bitcoin Reddit Sen-
timent Dataset (BRSD). We create this dataset by
pre-processing and integrating an existing dataset
of Reddit posts and comments with crypto price
values. We employ a wide suite of sentiment and
emotion recognition techniques to automatically
annotate Reddit textual data in addition to the ex-
isting comment-level sentiment annotations. We
formulate the task of crypto price forecasting with
both prices, sentiment, and emotion features with
different widely adopted architectures. In particu-

lar, we carry out an ablation study to evaluate the
impact of extracted social media information by
considering three different input configurations: (i)
price data only, (ii) sentiment and emotion data
only, and (iii) all available data. We make our
dataset publicly available for research.4 Our ex-
perimental setting shows controversial results on
the impact of sentiment and emotion data. In par-
ticular, the best-performing models’ performance
deteriorates when adding social media features. In
contrast, the less-performing model shows trend
learning capabilities only when considering the full
set of features.

In Section 2 we analyze similar datasets in the
field of crypto currency forecasting. Section 3 de-
scribes the dataset creation process. In Section 4,
we introduce our experimental setting. Section 5
concludes.

2 Related Work

The automatic forecasting of the stock market and
cryptocurrency prices has gained a lot of interest in
the past years (Yenidoğan et al., 2018; Lahmiri
and Bekiros, 2019; Pang et al., 2020). Indeed,
cryptocurrencies are currently widely adopted in
finance due to their popularity (Foley et al., 2019).
Nonetheless, they are subject to public influence
since they rely on decentralization and are not man-
aged or regularized by government institutions. In
particular, public opinion and crypto prices are
strongly related (Wooley et al., 2019; Phillips and
Gorse, 2018a). Recent works on this topic have
shown that social media can affect price changes
and stand as reasonable indicators of the current
economic trends (Kraaijeveld and De Smedt, 2020;
Phillips and Gorse, 2018b).

Such a characteristic allowed the introduction
of datasets for crypto price forecasting with users
opinions extracted from online social media like
Reddit (Loginova et al., 2021; Prajapati, 2020;
Leukipp, 2022) and Twitter (Pant et al., 2018).
However, there are few available datasets regarding
Reddit posts and comments with sentiment infor-
mation (Loginova et al., 2021; SocialGrep, 2021).
Loginova et al. introduced a large dataset col-
lected over 768 days (from February 2017 to April
2019) regarding several social media like Reddit,
Bitcointalk, and CryptoCompare. Social media

4https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/paulsero/
bitcoin-reddit-sentiment-dataset
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data is collected by leveraging Pushshift APIs,5

a widely adopted tool for extracting such infor-
mation (Leukipp, 2022; SocialGrep, 2021; Reiner-
ink, 2022), and later merged with financial data of
five popular cryptocurrencies, namely BTC, ETH,
LTC, XPR, and XMR, from the website coinmar-
ketcap.com.

In contrast, our dataset leverages multiple state-
of-the-art sentiment and emotion recognition tools
like lexicons, rule-based, and contextual techniques
rather than employing aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis. For what concern the period, our dataset cov-
ers only one month (August 2021) and focuses
only on the BTC cryptocurrency. Nonetheless, its
size is comparable to previous works and it is pub-
licly available. Another difference with (Loginova
et al., 2021) is the time range on which we base
our predictions. Due to the length of our dataset,
we predict the price in 15 minutes based on the
last hour, whereas, they predict the price in 1 day
based on features collected in 7 days averaged with
a rolling window of 1 day.

Table 1 provides a summary of existing datasets
highlighting their characteristics.

3 Dataset Creation

We rely on a publicly available dataset of Reddit
content and on a well-known finance platform to
build our dataset. We firstly collect and process
data for each of the two datasets. Subsequently,
we derive our dataset by merging the information
extracted from these two datasets and reporting
statistics.

3.1 Kaggle Dataset

We selected a publicly available dataset of Red-
dit posts and comments from Kaggle (SocialGrep,
2021). The dataset contains 250,569 posts and
3,756,097 comments collected from Reddit in Au-
gust 2021. In particular, the following subReddits
were considered during data collection:

• /r/cryptocurrency

• /r/cryptocurrencyclassic

• /r/cryptocurrencyico

• /r/cryptomars

• /r/cryptomoon

5https://github.com/pushshift/api

• /r/cryptomoonshots

• /r/satoshistreetbets

The Kaggle dataset does not come with addi-
tional pre-processing steps concerning posts filter-
ing and text cleaning. To this end, we devised
a preliminary pre-processing phase to only select
posts and comments that could potentially corre-
late with crypto price changes. We removed posts
that were tagged as ‘deleted’ or ‘removed’ since
they do not have any relevant textual content. In
particular, these posts constituted around 49% of
the Kaggle dataset. This is a known phenomena
of popular and controversial subReddits like the
ones related to cryptocurrencies. Additionally, we
remove every comment that contained blacklisted
words regarding scam/phishing or advertisements
(e.g. ‘giveaway’ or ‘pump join’. We use the custom
blacklist suggested by (Kraaijeveld and De Smedt,
2020).

Subsequently, we applied a series of traditional
text normalization operations for the remaining
posts. These operations included (i) merging the
title and the body of a post; (ii) cleaning URLs
and special symbols and (iii) removing stopwords.
This preliminary pre-processing phase reduced the
number of posts to 121,593 and the number of com-
ments to 2,755,329.

Lastly, on Reddit the presence of bots is common.
We detected and removed spam or bots sentences
from Reddit posts by relying on the set of heuris-
tics proposed by (Kraaijeveld and De Smedt, 2020).
This approach assumes that bot and spam sentences
are short-length sentences that are frequently re-
peated throughout a document. The spam and bot
filtering procedure further reduced the number of
posts to 55,002. Table 2 summarizes the described
pre-processing process.

3.2 Extracting Sentiment and Emotion from
Reddit texts

The use of Reddit posts and comments for crypto
price forecasting relies on the extraction of senti-
ment features that could potentially act as indica-
tors for price changes. The Kaggle dataset comes
with comment-level sentiment annotations, which
we refer to as Kaggle-Sentiment. Nonetheless, no
information about how these annotations have been
produced is reported.

We have therefore decided to enrich our data
through additional unsupervised labels. Indeed, a
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Name Date Social media Data Source Sentiments Sentiment type

(Carmezim, 2018) 2018 Twitter 1,578,627 tweets unspecified, general Yes Word polarity

(Leukipp, 2022) Jan 2022- May 2022 Reddit 518,610 posts 51 subreddit No

(Loginova et al., 2021) Feb 2017- Apr 2019
CryptoCompare,
Reddit, Bitcointalk

Respectively, 78,902,
2,635,046, and
1,643,705 texts

r\cryptocurrency,
news headlines

Yes
Vader, TextBlob,
JST, and TS-LDA

(Reinerink, 2022) Nov 2017- Mar 2018 Reddit 2,161,000 comments r\cryptocurrency No

Kaggle dateset
(SocialGrep, 2021)

August 2021 Reddit
3,756,097 comments and
250,569 posts

7 subreddits Yes Kaggle-Sentiment

(Pano and Kashef, 2020) May 2022 - Jun 2022 Twitter 4,169,709 tweets BTC related tweets No

BRSD (our dataset) August 2021 Reddit
2,755,329 comments and
55,002 posts

7 subreddits (BTC only) Yes
Vader, TextBlob,
BERT, RoBERTa,
Flair, Kaggle-Sentiment

Table 1: A comparison between the Bitcoin Reddit Sentiment Dataset and similar cryptocurrency datasets that
integrate social media information.

Dataset →
Property ↓ Original Deleted Bots/Ads Cleaned

Posts 250,569 127,891 67,676 55,002
Avg Posts/Hour 336.96 171.99 89.68 73.95
Avg Posts/Minute 5.71 2.9 1.52 1.25

Comments 3,756,097 998,568 2,200 2,755,329
Avg Comments/Hour 3,708.91 1,109.90 2.96 3,705.89
Avg Comments/Minute 62.84 20.13 0.05 62.75

Table 2: Kaggle Reddit dataset statistics throughout our
preliminary pre-processing pipeline. We report infor-
mation about filtered posts and comments after each
pre-processing phase.

wide suite of off-of-the-shelf tools for accurate and
efficient sentiment extraction can be found in the
literature. In this work, we consider multiple state-
of-the-art tools to extract sentiment and emotion
features from Reddit posts and comments. We
employed the following tools:

• Flair (Akbik et al., 2018): A multilingual
library that comprises of several state-of-the-
art contextual text embedding methods like
BERT. Flair methods are pre-trained on the
well-known IMDB movie review dataset. We
adopted the English embedding models of this
library. In particular, each method extract sen-
timents scores in the [0, 1] range and polarity
scores as either being negative or positive.
In particular, the two scores are combined to
provide a single sentiment score.

• TextBlob (Loria, 2018): A high-level library
built on top of NLTK (Bird et al., 2009).
TextBlob extracts sentiment scores in the
[−1, 1] range. Additionally, the library ex-
tracts subjectivity scores ([0, 1] range) and re-
lated subjectivity intensity scores. Subjectiv-
ity determines if a text is subjective or factual,
whereas the intensity score of a word quan-

tifies to what extent the word modifies the
meaning of the next word. We use the ex-
tracted sentiment, subjectivity, and intensity
scores as features.

• VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014): A rule-
based model based on a fixed list of lexical
features. VADER does not take into account
the contextual information of a word, unlike
Flair. VADER extracts classifies the sentiment
of a text as positive, negative or neutral
and return their probabilities which we use a
features.

• BERT (Devlin et al., 2019): We employ a
BERT model pre-trained on multilingual prod-
uct reviews for sentiment analysis.6 In partic-
ular, the extracted sentiment of a text ranges
from 1 (negative) to 5 (positive).

• RoBERTA (Liu et al., 2019): We employ a
RoBERTa model pre-trained on the TweetEval
benchmark (Barbieri et al., 2020) for the emo-
tion recognition task.7 The model is trained
on English tweets and identifies the following
emotion categories: anger, joy, optimism, sad-
ness. We use the prediction probabilities of
emotion classes as features.

Where not explicitly stated, we consider raw
probability scores for categorical variables (e.g.
VADER, BERT and RoBERTA). The features ex-
tracted using each tool are first transformed to ob-
tain a uniform set of value ranges (e.g. Flair and
TextBlob sentiment scores) and later normalized.

6https://huggingface.co/nlptown/
bert-base-multilingual-uncased-sentiment

7https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/
twitter-roberta-base-sentiment
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Tool Feature Range

TextBlob Polarity [-1, 1]
Subjectivity [-1, 1]

Kaggle Kaggle-Sentiment [-1, 1]

RoBERTA Anger [0, 1]
Joy [0, 1]
Optimism [0, 1]
Sadness [0, 1]

VADER Positive [0, 1]
Negative [0, 1]
Neutral [0, 1]
Compound [-1, 1]

Flair Flair-Sentiment [-1, 1]

BERT BERT-Sentiment [1, 5]

Table 3: Score ranges of sentiment analysis tools

In total, we extract a set of 12 sentiment and emo-
tion features for each input Reddit post or com-
ment.

The described suite of sentiment and emotion
features is employed to encode each Reddit post
and comment. In particular, we aggregate individ-
ual comments sentiment and emotion feature set
by summing them. This information is added to
the provided sentiment annotations of the original
Kaggle dataset. Table 3 provides a summary.

3.3 Finance Bitstamp Dataset
We extracted raw crypto price values from the ex-
changer Bitstamp platform.8 We considered the
time period of the posts and comments in the Red-
dit Finance dataset to extract time-aligned raw
crypto price values. We observed that the Red-
dit Finance dataset covered the period of August
2021 and downloaded corresponding finance data
from Bitstamp. We denote this dataset as the Fi-
nance Bitstamp dataset. The collected dataset con-
tains crypto price values on a minute base and has
530,324 entries. Each entry contains metadata (id,
date, crypto currency, open), trend-related values
(high, low, close) and price information (Volume
BTC, Volume USD).

3.4 BTC Reddit Sentiment Dataset
We integrate the extracted sentiment features from
Reddit posts and comments into the Finance Bit-
stamp dataset. To do that, Reddit posts and com-
ments are first temporally aligned with crypto price
values. We leverage the reported timestamp meta-
data of both datasets to perform this operation.

8https://www.bitstamp.net/

The alignment of Reddit posts and comments with
crypto price values is done at minute-level. We
opted for a minute-based alignment motivated by
two main observations. First, it is the granular-
ity used in the Reddit Finance dataset. Thus, the
integration of crypto price values based on this
granularity is straightforward. Second, this dataset
contains information extracted from August 2021.
A more coarse-grained granularity would signifi-
cantly reduce the number of samples for forecast-
ing. Note that it is still possible to operate with
more coarse-grained granularities (e.g. hours) to
further evaluate the impact of social media informa-
tion. Indeed, the influence of social media opinions
works at higher scales (e.g. hours, days) and cause-
effect delays have to be considered as well.

We collect Reddit posts published each minute
and aggregate them by summing the set of senti-
ment features, obtaining a new layer of sentiment
and emotion annotations. The built dataset, which
we denote as the BTC Reddit Sentiment Dataset,
contains 44.639 entries on a minute base with 19
features concerning sentiment, emotion, and price
values.

4 Experiments

We address the task of crypto value forecasting
by jointly leveraging price and sentiment fea-
tures of domain-related Reddit posts. Formally,
a forecasting model receives a sequence of price
values {v1, v2, . . . , vT } regarding a time-window
of size T and a sequence of sentiment features
{s1, s2, . . . , sT }. Each sentiment feature st is
a collection of sentiment values as described in
Section 3The two sequences are concatenated
temporally-wise and fed as input to a model. The
forecasting model then outputs a price value vT+W

where W is the forecasting window size.
Our main objective is to study the impact

of social media data on crypto price changes.
Therefore, we define an ablation study by con-
sidering three experimental input configurations
for a forecasting model: (P) only price values
{v1, v2, . . . , vT } are considered; (S) only senti-
ment features {s1, s2, . . . , sT } are considered; (P
+ S) both sentiment and price information are con-
sidered.

We generally consider the forecasting task of
predicting a time window of future crypto price
values given a past time window of price, sentiment,
and emotion features. In this work, we set T = 60
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minutes and W = 15 minutes.
To quantitatively evaluate the selected set of

forecasting models, we split our dataset into train
(25,025), validation (10,698), and test (8,916) splits.
Splits follow the sequential flow of crypto price
time-series and, thus, no data shuffling is involved.
We devise a preliminary hyper-parameter calibra-
tion phase based on the validation set. Models are
trained to minimize the mean squared error loss on
the train set and are later evaluated on the test set.
We apply a L2 regularization to all the described
models. Furthermore, we consider early stopping
regularization with patience set to 10 epochs. Mod-
els are trained with Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2015).

4.1 Models
We select several widely adopted architectures for
price forecasting to evaluate our dataset. In par-
ticular, we consider two recurrent neural network
models which have been proven to achieve state-of-
the-art performance for the stock price prediction
task (Gao et al., 2021). Additionally, we consider
a transformer model due to its widespread popu-
larity (Vaswani et al., 2017). More precisely, the
multi-head attention (Galassi et al., 2021) of the
transformer is used to capture high-level interac-
tions between the heterogeneous set of features.

• RNN: A 2-layer recurrent neural network with
a linear regression layer on top. The first re-
current layer is a simple RNN with 64 units
followed by a GRU layer with 64 units.

• LSTM-GRU: A 2-layer recurrent neural net-
work with a linear regression layer on top. The
first recurrent layer is an LSTM with 64 units
followed by a GRU layer with 64 units and
L2 regularization.

• Transformer: A 6 heads attention model with
4 transformer-encoder blocks followed by a
linear layer on top with 256 units.

4.2 Results
We evaluate the selected set of forecasting mod-
els on our dataset by computing the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE) metrics. Table 4 reports the achieved
performance on our dataset. Additionally, we re-
port each model forecast on the test set in Figure 1.
We distinguish between each input configuration
for forecasting. We observe that RNN-GRU is the

best performing model in terms of regression met-
rics with an RMSE of 468, and an MAE of 445,98.
Additionally, the LSTM-GRU model achieves com-
parable performance while the transformer model
falls behind. We notice that sentiment features
have controversial effects on selected models. In
particular, recurrent models performance is signif-
icantly deteriorated when considering the (P + S)
input configuration compared to the (P) one (Fig-
ures 1a and 1b). In contrast, the transformer model
achieves higher regression performance in the (P +
S) setting while it fails to learn the trend of crypto
price changes when relying on price values only
(P) (Figure 1c). We speculate that this result could
be motivated by the limited period considered in
our dataset.

As expected, the (S) setting leads to the worst-
performing results for all models. This is mainly
motivated by the fact that social media informa-
tion captures trend changes and provides general
opinions on the cryptocurrency status rather than
discussing exact crypto price forecasts.

The proposed method for social media infor-
mation integration has shown promising results
in similar settings (Prajapati, 2020). Nonetheless,
our experimental results suggest that more sophisti-
cated methodologies for social media information
integration could be explored. In particular, we
identify two major challenges. First, textual in-
formation encoding should scale to large sets of
sources For instance, in our experimental setup,
3,705 comments and about 74 posts are reported
hourly (Table 2). Properly encoding and aggregat-
ing such a large amount of textual data still remains
an open research direction. We show that summing
sentiment and emotion scores for aggregating Red-
dit posts and comments are not sufficient to achieve
satisfying results.

5 Conclusions

We have introduced Bitcoin Reddit Sentiment, a
novel dataset for crypto price values forecasting.
Our dataset is built upon an existing Kaggle dataset
with Reddit posts and comments taken from a wide
set of domain-related subReddits. We enrich such a
dataset by leveraging several state-of-the-art senti-
ment and emotion extraction tools to encode textual
data. This approach is motivated by the assump-
tion that public platforms like social media can
affect the current trend of cryptocurrencies. Thus,
sentiment and emotion features stand as valuable
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(a) RNN.

(b) LSTM-GRU.

(c) Transformer.

Figure 1: Minute-based models forecasting performance
with different input configurations.

Model RMSE ↓ ∆ RMSE MAE ↓ ∆ MAE

RNN (P) 468,39 - 445,98 -
RNN (S) 1961,30 -1492,91 1634,07 -1188,09
RNN (P + S) 1685,18 -1216,79 1518,82 -1072,84

LSTM-GRU (P) 623,70 - 589,75 -
LSTM-GRU (S) 2984,22 -2360,52 2883,50 -2293,75
LSTM-GRU (P + S) 1532,76 -909,06 1365,96 -776,21

Transformer (P) 2099,18 - 1992,60 -
Transformer (S) 2708,79 -609,61 2592,62 -600,02
Transformer (P + S) 1693,90 405,28 1515,48 477,12

Table 4: Model forecasting regression performance on
our dataset. We report performance for each model input
configuration. Additionally, we report the performance
delta (∆ columns) between the (P) configuration and
the remaining ones for each model.

indicators of the opinions reported on those plat-
forms. The collected dataset is challenging due
to the high number of textual data that has to be
digested. Our experimental results show that well-

known neural architectures like recurrent neural
models and transformers can reach satisfying to
modest forecasting performance when using price
information only. In contrast, the high amount of
encoded textual data deteriorates their successful
integration by leveraging sentiment and emotion
features, and no significant benefit is shown regard-
ing the task. Our results suggest that the integration
of social media information is still an open research
direction. We advocate for novel techniques that
adapt easily to large and heterogeneous sources of
information like Reddit, Twitter, Facebook, and
Google News. In future works, a critical investiga-
tion perspective would be the evaluation of the con-
tribution of each set of sentiment features. Another
possible research direction would be to analyze the
argumentative content of the social media (Lytos
et al., 2019) to obtain a score that can be used as a
feature (Lippi et al., 2022).
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